
TXM TECHNOLOGY NORTH

The TXM Technology Group’s goal is to always remain close to our client and candidate communities, continually investing 

in the regions where our customers and talent are based. So in 2016, we opened our first UK regional based office TXM 

Technology North, located in the heart of Manchester.

Our Northern powerhouse is a strategic initiative, in which we are seeing real growth, energy and purpose in supporting a 

UK-wide economic campaign. The cities of Manchester, Leeds, Liverpool, Sheffield and Birmingham are attracting some of 

the world’s most dynamic tech companies and users of technology. The local candidate community is also seeing a change 

in migration back to home regions, mainly with exchanging the London boroughs for the familiar beauty and warmth of 

home towns, and of course, reducing the dreaded commute whilst getting control of a better work life balance.

With this in mind, we ensure engagement with a limited number of clients into highly niche technology channels that allow 

us as a business to take a long-term view on how we guarantee the standards and expertise of our solution in these areas. 

To this end, our Manchester office enables us to stay close to our clients and candidates in the Midlands and Northern 

regions, mirroring what we do at our headquarters in Fareham, Hampshire and partnering with clients delivering core 

solutions in:

• Core IT

• Digital and Information 

• Security and Cyber Tech Solutions

The TXM Technology North team work to help support your business, we then find people to help you take that message 

to a digital world. We then secure that world by ensuring your company functions in a safe and stable technology 

environment. 

All of our clients in the region have responded to TXM Technology North positively which has enabled us to build a solid 

platform that will see us develop even further this year and through into 2018. 

If you are a client with a need to engage with the strongest technology talent, our team in Manchester would love to speak 

to you about how you recruit, and how we can add to that journey in an even more positive and productive manner. 

If you are a candidate looking for that next challenge, our portfolio of clients and opportunities in the Northern regions is 

robust, exciting and we are confident that we will be able to share some brilliant opportunities with you. 

Simply contact us by calling, emailing or linking in and we promise that one of our resource partners will call you to discuss 

supporting you on this exciting next step. 

TXM Technology North, 13th Floor, City Tower, Plaza, Manchester, M1 4BT
E: info@txmtechnology.com T: 01329 448000 W: www.txmtechnology.com
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